
 

Spanish Group in CHICATA 

We are pleased to announce the re-launching of the Spanish Group for CHICATA members. We will re-

group with new ideas and new people initiating a new series of meetings for translators and interpreters 

working on Spanish. This will be an opportunity to network, to learn from each other, to share 

experiences and resources and to listen from experienced colleagues and guests. 

 If you are not already a CHICATA member, we encourage you to join it and take advantage of this 

additional benefit for members. 

 

For our first meeting we are preparing the subject:  

Let’s untangle the web of names:  
We know how confusing the use of names among the Latino population could get: name/second 

name/middle name/maiden name/last name/second last name/paternal last name/maternal last 

name/last name (hyphen) last name/junior/”de” last name/”viuda de” last name. 

 Did you know that a mother can give her child whatever names and last names she wants, such 

as Barak Hussein Obama and it is perfectly legal? 

 Did you know that a married woman can give her child the last name of her current partner, but 

cannot legally register him as the father of the child without first contacting her husband about 

the child, wherever he is? 

 What should parents know before deciding on the last name(s) of their child? 

Since some of the laws differ from state to state, for these matters we’ll follow the regulations of the 

Illinois Department of Vital Records. In our meeting we’ll analyze real life cases that will leave your head 

spinning. 

We ask participants to contribute by bringing information about the regulations on names in their own 

countries and the challenges of using a different set of names when traveling aboard. 

 

For more information on the Spanish Group and upcoming meetings, please go to “Members Only” area. 

We hope you will join us. 

 

Cristina Villanueva 

Alicia Marshall 

Cecilia Dávila 

 


